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Languages: Common, Elvish

Armor: None 

Weapon Proficiencies: daggers, darts, slings,
quarterstaff, light crossbows

Tools: Cards 

Vehicles: Land

13 +3 30ft

22

3

1d6

Quarterstaff +4 1d6+4, B

*Ray of Frost +6 1d8, cold

*Fire Bolt +6 1d10, fire

Quarterstaff: Versatile (1d8+4)
Dagger: Finesse, Light, Thrown (20/60), +4, 1d4+4 P

*Spell:
Ray of Frost p271, VS, range 120ft (60x2)
Fire Bolt p242, VS, range 240ft (120x2)

8

6

32

Weapons: 2 Daggers,
 quarterstaff (Arcane Focus)

Backpack:
 Bedroll, mess kit, tinderbox, 10
 torches, 10 rations, 50 silk rope,
 spellbook, rank insignia, deck of
 cards, ink, ink pen, scroll case, 10
 parchement, hooded lantern, 1 flask
 of oil, tent, a sliver skull the size of a
 coin 

Common Clothes
Belt Pouch (coinage)
Waterskin

Mule, Bit/Bridle and Cart (4 days feed)

I have a crude sense of humor.

Our lot is to lay down our lives in defense of
others.

Someone saved my life on the battlefield. To this
day, I will never leave a friend behind.

I have little respect for anyone who is not a
proven warrior.

Race: Human
 +1 to 2 different Ability Scores (Str, Dex)
 +1 Skill Proficiency (Perception)
 Feat: Spell Sniper
- Spells with Attack rolls have double the Range.
- Ranged Spell Attacks ignore 1/2 and 3/4 cover.
- Bonus Cantrip w/ attack roll.

Class: Wizard (Conjurer)
 Number of Prepared Spells = Int bonus + Wizard lvl
 Ritual Casting - Spells with an "(R)" cast from book
 Learn 2 new spells each level
 Arcane Recovery: Short Rest recovers lvl/2 spell slots

 School of Conjuration:
2nd Level:
Conjuration spells cost 1/2 time & gold for spellbook
Minor Conjuration: up to 3ft cube, 10 lbs, 1 hour
6th Level: Benign Transposition 30ft
10th Level: Focused Conjuration
14th Level: Durable Summons (+30 temporary hp to

summoned)

Background: Soldier (Infantry)
 Military Rank give authority and influence over some
 other military



Icari

23 6'-2" 160 lbs

Blue Light Long and White

 

Marcheon (rank 2)

Faction Goals
• Be armed and vigilant against evil.
• Identify evil threats such as secretive power groups
and inherently evil creatures.

• Enforce justice.
• Enact retribution against evil actions—do not strike
preemptively.
Faction Beliefs
• Faith is the greatest weapon against evil—faith in
one’s god, one’s friends, and one’s self.
• Battling evil is an extraordinary task that requires
extraordinary strength and bravery.

• Punishing an evil act is just. Punishing an evil thought
is not.
Faction Member Traits
The Order of the Gauntlet is a dedicated, tightly knit
group of like-minded individuals driven by religious zeal
or a finely honed sense of justice and honor. Friendship
and camaraderie are important to members of the
order, and they share a trust and a bond normally
reserved for siblings. Like highly motivated soldiers,
members of the Order of the Gauntlet seek to become
the best at what they do and look forward to testing
their mettle. There are few, if any, “lone wolves” in this
organization.

Order of the Gauntlet

War is Hell, but the kind of Hell I can tolerate if it is
Just.
I was just a wizards apprentice when war came to my
town. We didn't have much. The town was small,
but it was still ransacked by the hoard. The militia
asked for volunteers and I gladly joined. You see,
while my master was a skilled wizard, the hoard was
too much for him and he did not survive. I managed
to scrape together a few things they did not take and
set out as a soldier for justice.

I knew very little about fighting when I first started.
Not that I know anything much more now, but I was
completely lost in that first battle. There was
screaming, running and bleeding, lots of bleeding. I
almost died in the first few minutes of that first battle.
We were ambushed in the thick of the wood. None of
us expected it and I found myself facing a sword the
size of a horse (or so I say). Luckily for me, I had
someone watching my back. Corporal Bradley took
me in and saved my life more than once. If he or his
family ever need anything from me, I will not fail him.

I may be strong, especially for a wizard, but close up
fighting never worked well for me in war. At least
when compared to casting a spell from a distance. I
specialized in long distance magical attacks. It kept
me safe and I managed to save a few of my buddies
once. The war drug on for longer than we expected.
Not a lot of battles, but a lot of time when we didn't
know what was going to happen next. Eventually our
little troop joined up with a larger army under the
Order of the Gauntlet's banner, and we made it to the
determining battle and won.

After it was over, I was given a moderate rank in the
Order and allowed to return home until I was needed
again. I had no home to go to, so now I wander the
land. I check in with the Order of the Gauntlet when I
can, I fight injustice wherever I find it and I study
magic in between.

It has been pretty peaceful for a while now. I can
sense another war coming soon. I will be on the right
side.

Familiar: A hawk named Daedalus
Tiny beast (celestial), unaligned
AC13, 1HP, Speed: 10 ft., fly 60 ft.
STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
5 (-3) 16 (+3) 8 (-1) 2 (-4) 14 (+2) 6 (-2)
Skills: Perception +4 (passive Perception 14)
Keen Sight. The hawk has advantage on Wisdom
(Perception) checks that rely on sight.

While within 100 feet, can communicate with it
telepathically. As an action, can see through its eyes
and hear what it hears until the start of next turn,
gaining the benefits of any special senses that the
familiar has. During this time, character is deaf and
blind with regard to own senses.
As an action, can temporarily dismiss familiar. It
disappears into a pocket dimension where it awaits
summons. As an action while it is temporarily
dismissed, can cause it to reappear in any unoccupied
space within 30 feet of character
Cast a spell with a range of touch, familiar can deliver
the spell as if it had cast the spell. Familiar must be
within 100 feet of wizard, and it must use its reaction to
deliver the spell when cast. If the spell requires an
attack roll, use wizards attack modifier for the roll.

Arcane Focus: Staff
Wooden staff with iron bands interlaced down the
length. Magical runes carved into the diamond shaped
gaps of the iron band crisscross pattern.



Wizard

Int 8+2+4=14 2+4=6

1) Light p255, VM, 1h

2) Message p259, VSM, 120ft, 1 round

3) Ray of Frost p271, VS, 60ft, 1d8, speed-10

Bonus) Fire Bolt p242, VS, 120ft, 1d10

4

l 1) Burning Hands p220, VS, 15ft cone, 3d6, dexsave

2) (R) Comp Languages p224, VSM, dur 1h

l 3) Disguise Self p223,VS, 1h

l 4) Exp Retreat p238, VS, bonus, dur conc 10min

l 5) Feather Fall p239, 1reaction, VM, lasts 1min

l 6) Mage Armor p256, VSM, dur 8h; AC13+

7) Charm Person p221, VS, 30 ft, dur 1h, Wis Save

8) (R) Find Familiar p240, VSM(10gp), 1h cast time

Possible Future Spells

Sleep p176, VSM, 90ft, 5d8hp, dur 1min, upgrade

(R) Alarm p211, VSM, 1min, 20ft cube, dur 8h

(R) Tenser's Floating Disk p282, VSM, 500lbs, 1h

2

l 1) Cloud of Daggers p222, VSM, 4d4, dur conc 1min

l 2) Darkvision p230, VSM, 60ft, dur 8h

Possible Future Spells

Enlarge/Reduce p237, VSM, misc, dur conc 1min


